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CIRCUIT BREAKER TESTER 

This Application claims priority bene?ts under 35 USC 
111(b) from United States Provisional Application 
60/001960. ?led Aug. 7. 1995. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to circuit breaker trippers and more 
particularly. to a hand-held circuit breaker tripper for safely 
and remotely causing activation of a breaker. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The inability to safely and conveniently de-energize a 120 
volt AC circuit from the outlet is a major problem for the 
electrician. Generally. the electrician is required to take the 
time to ?nd the main electrical distribution box and to throw 
the breaker to deenergize a circuit. If time does not permit 
such action, such as in a large building. the electrician may 
either work on the circuit in the “hot" state or purposely 
short the outlet to cause the breaker to open the circuit. 
However many circuits do not operate within safe tolerances 
and the uncontrolled shorting of the circuit is hazardous. at 
best. For instance. if the short circuit is created by touching 
a hot lead to a grounded metal part of the box or enclosure. 
?ying hot metal, blinding ?ashes and possibly shock can 
occur. 

Some branch circuits may have an excess of resistance 
due to long runs or defective connections. Such extra 
resistance may keep a short circuit current ?ow low enough 
so that a breaker will not be activated. Fm'ther, some branch 
circuits may exhibit so little resistance as to allow an 
excessive amount of short circuit current to flow. potentially 
causing damage. 
The prior art includes various devices for the testing of 

circuit breakers. all of which require direct access to the 
breaker. Puckett et al.. in U.S. Pat. No. 4.998.067. descn'be 
a test apparatus for a circuit breaker which enables the 
breaker to be tested under various load conditions. One such 
condition is a short circuit condition wherein the breaker has 
a direct short placed across it at the distribution box to 
determine if it will open. If the breaker is slow in operation. 
the only damage is at the distribution box and not in the 
internal wall wiring (with a possible ?re risk). 

U.S. Pat. No. 3.532.967 to Milton describes a circuit 
breaker tester which includes an SCR in series with a current 
limiting resistance element. The testing of the circuit breaker 
requires gaining access to the circuit breaker. disconnecting 
a wire and applying test currents thereto. 

Accordingly. it is an object of the invention to provide a 
circuit breaker tripper which does not require physical 
access to the breaker. 

It is a further object of the invention to provide a circuit 
breaker tripper which can be used to safely trip a circuit 
breaker without creating a ?re danger. 

It is another object of the invention to provide a circuit 
breaker tripper which is rendered inoperative if an unsafe 
circuit condition exists and warns the user of the unsafe 
condition. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

A circuit breaker tripper includes a first charging circuit 
for charging an RC shorting time control circuit. Arelay is 
connected to an active line which enables a charging of the 
RC shorting time control circuit. Activation of a switch 
causes a relay to apply a short circuit across the active line. 
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2 
thereby causing a tripping of the circuit breaker. At the same 
time. a discharge circuit is activated which causes the relay 
open the short circuit after a preset period. Since the circuit 
breaker tripper relies on enabling su?icient current ?ow 
through the circuit breaker to trip it. a test circuit is provided 
which enables operation of the tripper only if the branch 
circuit is within a safe operating range for the circuit breaker 
tripper. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF TIDE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 illustrates a circuit embodying the invention. 
FIG. 2 illustrates a further embodiment of the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

Referring to FIG. 1. tester 10 includes probes l2 and 14 
are connected by the electrician across an active circuit to be 
tie-energized. The active circuit is normally a 117 volt AC 
circuit protected by a 15 or 20 amp circuit breaker. 

Fuse 16 is a high current. quick blow. 1000 amp rated 
device which protects the branch circuit from excess heating 
should a fault occur in tester 10. Fuse 16 is selected to have 
a characteristic that will not allow it to blow under the range 
of conditions normally found in typical branch circuits that 
are shorted for two seconds or less. Such fuses are commer 
cially available. 

Fuse 16 is connected to normally closed contacts 20 and 
22 of a relay 18. Contact 22 travels between normally closed 
contact 20 and normally open contact 24 under control of 
solenoid 26. Normally closed contact 20 is connected via 
contact 27. armature 28 and contact 29 of a push-to-activate 
switch 30. to resistor 32. diode 34. capacitor 36. common 
line 38 to probe 14. A resistor 40 connects diode 34 to one 
side of solenoid 25. The other side of coil 26 is connected to 
contact 42 of switch 30. When switch 30 is activated. contact 
42 is connected to contact 44 and common line 38 by 
armature 28. At the same time. the connection between 
contacts 27 and 29 is broken. 
A voltage indicator 50 is connected between probes 12 

and 14 and shows the user when the circuit is deactivated as 
well as providing a voltage line measurement. It is placed on 
the line side of fuse 16 for safety in case the circuit is still 
live. even if fuse 16 has blown. A neon bulb may be used if 
voltage measurements are not required. 
When probes 12 and 14 are inserted into an active outlet. 

current ?ows through push-to-activate switch 30. resistor 32. 
diode 34 and charges capacitor to the peak line voltage. 
Diode 34 provides recti?ed current to capacitor 36. with the 
charging time controlled by the values of capacitor 36 and 
resistor 32. The charge time is preferably set su?iciently 
long so as to limit the number of times a minute the user can 
repeatedly short a line (for safety reasons). 
When capacitor 36 is charged. the user activates a breaker 

trip action by pushing switch 30 and causing contacts 42 and 
44 to be shorted. Capacitor 36 then discharges through 
resistor 40. solenoid 26. contacts 42.44 to common line 38. 
The resulting current ?ow through solenoid 26 causes con 
tact 22 to move to contact 24. placing a direct short across 
probes 12 and 14. This action draws su?icient current to trip 
a breaker connected to probes 12 and 14. 
The time during which solenoid 26 maintains the con 

nection between contacts 22 and 24 is controlled by the 
values of capacitor 36. resistor 40 and the resistance of 
solenoid 26. That time is preferably set to a value between 
0.1 to 10 seconds. 
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Solenoid 26 maintains the connection between contacts 
22 and 24 only if the user holds switch 30 in the closed 
position for a duration dependent upon the RC circuit 
discharge time. If the user opens switch 30 before the limit. 
solenoid 26 is deenergized and contact 22 is moved to 
contact 20. Once tester 10 is activated. the user must wait the 
charge time before a next breaker can be tripped. 

Referring now to FIG. 2. a further embodiment of the 
invention is shown which prevents operation of tester 10 if 
the connected branch circuit is not within safe operating 
limits. The elements in FIG. 2 that are shown in FIG. 1 are 
numbered identically. In FIG. 2. a test resistor 60 is con 
nected via a ?rst switch 62 across conductors 12 and 14. 
Further. a second switch 64 is positioned in common line 38 
and. when opened. prevents operation of the shorting action 
of tester 10. A microprocessor 66 is connected so as to 
control switches 62 and 64. in dependence upon voltage 
measurements detected by voltage indicator 50. Micropro 
cessor 66 is further coupled to a user interface which enables 
a user to input operating commands and to receive indica 
tions of a safe or unsafe state of the branch circuit. A power 
supply 70 (e.g.. a rechargeable battery) is provided to enable 
operation of microprocessor 66. 

Before using tester 10 to deactivate a breaker, the branch 
circuit is characterized by measuring its performance under 
load and calculating the branch circuit resistance. This 
resistance measurement is saved and compared to safe 
operating limits stored in the memory of microprocessor 66. 
If the circuit resistance is determined to be within safe 
operating limits. the tripping function is enabled. 
The resistance measurement is performed ?rst before 

every circuit breaker deactivation. If the safe limits are not 
present on a particular branch circuit being deactivated. the 
user is alerted and the shorting circuit is disabled. 

Microprocessor 66 measures the impedance of the branch 
circuit by placing a lmown load resistance 60 across the line 
and measuring the change in delivered voltage. In order to 
be useful. load resistance 60 must be a signi?cant fraction of 
the maximum rated amperage of the circuit. typically at least 
50%. Microprocessor 66 performs the resistance measure 
ment as follows: 

1) Switches 62 and 64 are opened and the open circuit line 
voltage is measured. i.e.. V1; 

2) Switch 62 is closed and resistor 60 (R1) is placed 
across the line; 

3) Voltage V2 is measured across resistor 60 by voltage 
indicator 50; 

4) The branch circuit resistance R2. is then calculated as 
follows: 

5) The value of R2 is saved and compared by micropro 
cessor 66 to minimum and maximum branch circuit 
resistances which tester circuit 10 can safely and reli 
ably deactivate. 

6) If the R2 value is between the maximum and minimum 
acceptable limits. then microprocessor 64 closes switch 
64 and circuit tripping is enabled. 

The maximum and minimum operable branch resistances 
can be derived from maximum and minimum currents which 
can be tolerated in the branch circuit. For example if 800 A 
max. is desired. the calculation is as follows: 
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800 Amperes=l20 Volts/R 
R=0.l5 Ohms. represents the minimum branch circuit 

resistance 
The same calculation is used to determine the maximum 

resistance for the minimum current ?ow. This limit is 
determined by the breaker characteristics. in that a certain 
multiple of the breaker’s current rating must flow to trip it 
within the activation time of tester 10. For example. a 15 
Amp breaker that needs 10 times its rated current to trip in 
2 seconds would require 150Amps of branch current. At 120 
volts this would require a maximum branch circuit resis 
tance of: 

150 Amperes=120 Volts/R 
R=l20l 150 
R=0.8 Ohms. the maximum branch circuit resistance. 
Tester 10 allows the user to activate a test (i.e.. with 

switch 64 closed) only if the branch resistance is lower than 
the maximum resistance value. 
The circuits of FIGS. 1 and 2 represent only examples of 

a plurality of ways the individual functions can be accom 
plished. For example. relay 18 can be a solid state device 
capable of handling high currents. Charge and discharge 
timing can also be controlled by a solid state circuitry or a 
microprocessor. Relay 18 can also be designed to switch in 
resistor 60 for the circuit performance measurement. 
Further. while push-to-activate switch 30 is shown as inde 
pendently operable, the circuit may be designed so that 
switch 30 is automatically operated by an input from micro 
processor 66 after the branch circuit resistances are found to 
be within acceptable limits. 

Accordingly. the invention hereof is to be limited only by 
the claims which follow. 
We claim: 
1. A circuit breaker test device for connection to a branch 

circuit including a circuit breaker. comprising: 
?rst switch means for controllably short circuiting said 

branch circuit; 
control means for causing said ?rst switch means to short 

circuit said branch circuit; 
timer means responsive to operation of said control 

means. for causing said ?rst switch means to cease 
short circuiting said branch circuit; and 

test means for determining an impedance value of said 
branch circuit and enabling operation of said control 
means only if said impedance value is within prede 
termined 

2. The circuit breaker test device as recited in claim 1, 
wherein said test means connects a known resistance across 
said branch circuit and employs a ctn-rent ?ow therethrough 
to enable determination of said impedance value. 

3. The circuit breaker test device as recited in claim 2. 
wherein said test means compares said impedance value to 
a minimum allowable branch circuit resistance value and a 
maximum allowable branch circuit resistance value and if 
said impedance value is therebetween enables said operation 
of said control means. 

4. The circuit breaker test device as recited in claim 1. 
wherein said timer means comprises a resistance 
capacitance circuit which receives power from said branch 
circuit to charge said capacitance prior to operation of said 
control means. 

5. The circuit breaker test device as recited in claim 4. 
wherein said capacitance is caused to discharge through said 
resistance upon operation of said control means. 
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6. The circuit breaker test device as recited in claim 5, 
wherein said control means comprises a switch connected to 
said branch circuit and a relay which includes contacts that 
short said branch circuit upon operation of said relay. said 
resistance-capacitance circuit connected between said 
switch and said relay. whereby operation of said switch 
causes said contacts to short said branch circuit and enables 
discharge of said capacitance through said relay to open said 
contacts and to terminate short circuit current ?ow from said 
branch circuit in a time period determined by a discharge 1o 
characteristic of said resistance capacitance circuit. 

6 
7. The circuit breaker test device as recited in claim 4. 

wherein said resistance-capacitance circuit charge time is 
su?‘iciently long to prevent immediately succeeding opera 
tions of said device. 

8. The circuit breaker test device as recited in claim 1. 
wherein said test means comprises a microprocessor which 
determines an approximate open circuit voltage of said 
branch circuit and a current flow through a test resistor to 
determine said impedance value. 

***** 


